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Abstract 

This paper proposes an aggregative model of Total Factor Produc
tivity (TFP) in the spirit of Houthakker (1955-1956). rt, first consiclcrs 
a simple general equilibrium competitive modcl whcrc labor is 1.1- fully 
flexible and mobile factor while ca.pita! is rel:.i.tivcly fixed au<l íirms· 
productivity is subject to idiosyncratic shocks. Within this coJ1Lcxt, 
an aggregate production function is derived by aggrcgating across pro
duction units in cquilibrium. In this simple model individual dccisions 
affcct aggrcgatc inputs but the leve! of TFP is a constant that dcpcnds 
on thc underlying assumcd hcterogeneity. Thc modcl is liten ext.cndcd 
to allow for a frictional labor market whcre jobs are creatcd and dc
stroycd as in Mortensen and Pissaridcs ( 1994). Wilhin this contcxt, 
the leve! of TFP is shown. to depend on áll thc charactcristics of· thc 
labor market as summarized by the job-destruction dccision. 

•Preliminary version. First Draft: December 2000. T t.hank t.he CV St.arr Ccnlcr for 
Applied Economirs at NYU for financia! support. 
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1 1 ntroduction 

Hall and Jones (1999) and Parente and Prescott (2000) have established that 

differences in Total Factor Productivity (TFP) account for a large fraction 

of the variation in output per worker across countries. Hall and Jones (1999) 

use data on output, labor input, average educational attainment and physical 

capital to decompose the differences in output per worker into differences in 

capital intensity, human capital per worker and TFP. Their levels accounting 

exercise implies that differences in physical capital and educational attain

ment explain 6nly a small amount of the differences in output per worker. 1 

Parente and Prescott (2000) show that the standard growth model without 

TFP differences is not consistent with the observed income differences even 

when aug,mented to include a human capital sector. 2 So in order to under

stand income differences across countries, one first needs to understand what 

determines the level of TFP. 

Hall and Jorres (1999) conjecture that differences in observed TFP are 
1 

driven by differences in the institutions and government policies they collec-

1 As a way of illnstrntion, consider the following fact reported by Hall and Janes (HJ99). 
In 1988, output per worker in the five richest countries was on average 31.7 times that of 
thc fivc poorcst. Diffcrcnccs in capital intcnsitics and cducational atta.inmcnts contributcd 
factors of 1.8 and 2.2, respectively, to this difference. The remaining difference, a factor of 
8.3 was accountcd for by thc TFP diffcrcntial. Without this productivity diffcrcncc, thc 
average output per worker of the five richest countries would have only been about four 
times that of the five poorest. 

2 Specifically, they find that reasonable differences in saving rates cannot account for 
obscrvcd diffcrcnccs in stcady-statc incomc lcvcls; and that thc srnall dirninishing rcturns 
to individuals investing in human .capital that are' needed to fit the empirical income 
differences imply that the time allocated to schooling is implausibly high. They also show 
that the factor difference in TFP needed to account for the income clifferences between 
the world's richest and poore,;t countries is between 2 and 3, not unreasonably high. 
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tively refer to as "social infrastructure". Corrupt government officials, severc . . .. .. 

impediments to trade, poor contract enforcement and governmcnt interfcr

ence in production are their cxamples of bad "social i11frastrnct.urcs" lc.1di11 r~ 

to low levcls of TFP.3 

Parente and Prescott (199'1) propose that sorne conntries have lowcr TFP 

than others because their process of technology adoption at thc micro levcl is 

constrained by "barriers to riches" . These barriers are essentially any inst,i

tution or government policy that increases the cost of technology adoption. 

Parente and Prescott (1999) show that monopoly rights c.-1.n be a "ban-ier to 

riches" . 

In thls paper I focus on the theory underlying the aggregate production 

function and show how labor-market policies affect this function in general, 

and the level of measured TFP in particular. Specifically, I construct an 

aggregative model of TFP in the spirit of Houthakker (1955-1956): .the basic 

idea is to derive an aggregate production function by aggregating across 

active production units. In equilibrium, the levels of output, inputs and 

T FP as well as the shape of the aggregate relationship between them depend 

on individual production decisions - such as which production units rema.in 

active in the face of idiosyncratic shocks- and these decisions are in turn 
3 Examplcs llSidc. thc institut ions and policics that Hall and Joncs (1999) rcfcr to llS 

"social infrastructure" are defined by the two variables they use to proxy it in their regres
sions. Thc first is a mcasurc of opcnncss to t radc; and thc sccond, an indcx of govcrnmcnt 
"anti-diversion" policies measuring (i) law and order, bureaucratic quality, (iii) corruption, 
(iv) risk of expropriation, and (v) government repudiation of contracts. In their emµi rical 
investiga.tion, Acemoglu, Johnson and Robinson (2001) also highlight thé role of institu
t ions in dctcrmining diffcrcnt incomc lcvcls across count rics. Thcir focus is on thc role 
property rights and checks against government power, and their defitútion of "institutions" 
is a risk-of-expropriation index. 
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affected by policies. So the model can be used to study the precise interaction 

between all these variables explicitly. 

In the model proposed here, policy affects TFP because the latter is re

lated to the average productivity of the units which are active, and policy 

induces changes in the productivity composition of active units. By dis

torting the way in which individual production units react-to the econornic 

environment, labor-market policies can make an economy exhibit a low level 

of TFP. As a result, an economy may have a higher level of aggregate mea

sured TFP than another even when production units in both operate the 

same technologies. In this sense the determinants of TFP levels I focus on 

here are different from the barriers to technology adoption of Parente and 

Prescott (1999, 2000).4 

At a theoretical level, the paper also shows that under sorne conditions, 

a standard search model of the labor market - with its under~ying meeting 

frictions and simple· fi.xed-proportions micro-leve! production technologies

can generate an aggregate production function just like the one implied by 
4 Although they focus on monopoly rights in their formal modelling, Parente and 

Prescott (2000) mention a few labor-market policies as examples of "barriers to riches": 
"In India, for cx.unplc, firms with more than 100 workcrs must obtain thc govcrnmcnt's 

permi:;sion to termínate any worker, and finns of ali sizes are subject to state certification 
of changc.-, in thc tasks associatcd with a job.11 (p¡S. 107-108). ·'Anothcr way thc statc 
protects the monopoly right::; is by requiring lu.rge severance payments to laid-off workers." 
''Also in India, regulations require certain firrus to awar<l workers with lifetime eruployment 
and require firms with more that twenty-five workers to use official labor exchanges to fill 
any vacancy." (p. 108). ·'In Baugladc:;h, for cxamplc, prívate buycrs of thc statc.--owncd 
jute milis were prohibited for one year from lo.ying off any of the workforce they inhel"ited. 
After one year, a worker could be laid off but not without a large severance payment." 

Parente and Prescott (2000) use these as instances of policies that can lower TFP by 
making technology adoption costly. But as we show below, these policies can also have a 
direct impact on leve! of TFP. 
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the textbook neoclassical model of growth in which firms have access t.o a 

standard constant-returns Cobb-Douglas production technology. So in this 

sense, from the perspective of aggregate output, inputs and productiviLy, thc 

neoclassical and the search paradigms can seem quite dose. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 considers a sim

ple general equilibriurn competitive model where labor is a fully ílcxiblc and 

mobile factor while capital is relatively fixed and firms' productivity is sub

ject to idiosyncratic shocks. Within this context, an aggregate production 

function is derived by aggregating across production units in equilibrium. In 

this simple model individual decisions affect aggregate inputs but the levcl 

of TFP is a col)stant that depends on the underlying assumed hcLcrog<'nciLy. 

In Section 3 the model is extended to allow for a frictional labor market 

where jobs are created and destroyed as in Mortensen and Pissarides (1991). 

The equilibrium is characterized in Section 3.1, and the classical aggregation 

result of Houthakker (1955-1956) is extended to the dynamic general equi

librium search setup in Section 3.3. \Nhen aggregate inputs are corredly 

measured, the level of TFP is shown to depend on all the characteristics of 

the labor market as summarized by the job-d.estruction decision. Section 4 

introduces four policies: employment and hiring subsidies, firing taxcs and 

unemployment benefits, and studies their effects on TFP. Section 5 extends 

the basic model to the more realistic case of serially-correlated shocks and 

elaborates on how the observed level of TFP is affccted by the diff erent ways 

of measuring aggTegate inputs Lhat can be found in Lhe literaturc. Section G 

concludes. All ·propositions are proved in the Appendix. 
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2 The Competitive Model 

Time is discrete and continues forever. The economy is populated by a 

continuum of identical and infinitely-lived individuals of size L. There is also 

a large number of firms determined by free entry. 

2.1 Preferences and Technology 

Individual preferences are represented by 

00 

U= ¿,Btu (Ct) 
t=O 

where ,8 E (O, 1) is the discount factor and Ct is consumption in period t. 

The instantaneous utility function u is strictly concave, twice continuously 

differentiable and satisfies Inada conditions. For now I assume no utility from 

leisure and normalize the time endowment to 1. 

Firms have. access to a production technology that combines capital and 

labor to produce the only consumption good in the economy: 

J (z, ni, k;) = min (zni, ki) 

where ni and ki denote the levels of labor and capital inputs chosen by firm 

i. Output is linear in labor but is bounded above by the stock of capital 

the firm is operating with. Labor productivity is stochastic at the firm level 

and indexed by a random variable z with cumulative density G (z) . This 

idiosyncratic productivity shock is assumed to be iid across firms. The timing 

convent ion is that firm i has to choose kit+l - its "scale of operation" for 

period t + 1- at the end of period t, before observing the realization of the 
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idiosyncratic shock. This timing captures the idea that labor is a fully flexible 

factor while capital is relatively fixed in the short run (in this case within 

the period). BtJ.t more important in what follows, is that this timing makes 

the notion of a job well defined. A standard neoclassical firm cffccLivcly has 

an unlimited number of jobs; in contrast this formulation formafües the idea 

that in any period a firm only has a fixed number of jobs to fill. 

2.2 Competitive Equilibrium 

Individuals choose a sequence of consumption in order to maximi7..e U subjcd 

to 

(1) 

where Kt+i is the amount of capital each chooses to save at time t and 

ó E (O, 1) is the discount factor. Toe renta} and wage rates are denoLed rt 

and Wt respectively. 

Every period firms must decide how much labor to hire given the current 

realization of the idiosyncratic shock and the capital it put in place at the 

end of the previous period. In other words, each solves5 

max f (z, n,k) - wn - rk . 
n 

The demand for capital was specified at the end of the previous period and 

its rental must be paid regardless of the firm's production decision. Then 
5 Noticc that wc are rcgarding k a.'l indcpcndcnt of z. As wc show bclow, this is indcc<l 

the case when shocks are iid through time. In o. later section we explore the case where 
shocks are serially correlated. 
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the firm's demand for labor is 

n(z)={~ 

output is zn (z) and profits are 

if z < w 
if w::; z, (2) 

If thc shock rcndcrs thc marginal product of labor smallcr than thc wa.gc, 

thc firm hircs no workcrs and loses thc renta! on capital. On thc othcr hand, 

if the marginal product exceeds the wage, then the firm will hire workers to 

produce at capacity. Profits are positive iff z > w/ (1 - r). 

At the end of every period the firm chooses the capital stock it will employ 

in production in the following period. I begin by analyzing the case in which 

shocks a.re iid through time. The a.mount of capital is chosen before observing 

the realization of next period 's shock, so at the end of period t the firm sol ves 

(3) 

The iid assumption keeps the firm's problem a series of static, one-period 

mro...--imizations as in the standard neoclassical setup. 

A competitive equilibrium is a. sequence of allocations { C¿, Kt+,} : 0 to

gether with a. sequence of prices {wi, rt}:0 such that the former salves the 

individual's ma.ximization problem given the latter, firms maximize expected 

profit a.nd ma.rkets clear. Given a.n initial capital stock K 0 , the solution to 

the agent's ma.ximization problem is characterized by the Euler equation 

8 
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the budget constraint (1) and the transversality condition lini ,[l·u' (Ci) Ki ... , = 
i ~ oo 

O. As usual, rt and Wt are obtained by imposing market clearing in the foctor 

markeLs. From (3): 

1 - G (w) - w 1 z- 1dG (z) - r = O 

must be the case in. equilibrium. 6 Hence any feasible ki sol ves finn i's ca

pacity problem: as for the standard neoclassical firm, individual fim1-size is 

indeterminate in equilibriurn. Market clearing requircs Lhat the sum of Lhe 

k/s across firms equals the aggregate capital stock K. Condition (4) ensures 

that a firm's e~pected profit is zero and can b.e s~n to deliver the equilibrium 

interest rate r given the wage rate w. 

I now characterize the equilibrium wage rate. The individual firm's in

verse labor demand in (2) can be used to derive the aggregate (invcrsc) 

demand for labor: 

N = K 1 z-1dG (z) . (5) 

Similarly, aggregate output is 

Y (K, w) = [1 -G (w)] K. (6) 

Following Houthakker (1955-1956), one could imagine solving (5) for Lhe 

aggregate labor demand w (K, N) and then plugging it in (6) to obtain 
6The firm's problem when choosing capa.city has a solution iff 

1 - G(w) - wJ, z-1dG(z) - r $ O. 
w • 

If the condtion held with strict inequality then each firm i would choose k, = O and the 
capital market wouldn 't clear. 
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Y [K, w (K, N)]. Hereafter I impose N = L (the labor market clears) and 

will use F (K, L) to denote Y [K, w (K, L)] in order to simplify notation and 

to stress the fact that it is the economy's aggregate production function. 

F'rom (5) one sees that -w2(K, L)g[w(K,L)]K = w(K,L) and from (6) 

that F2 (!<, L) = - w2 (K, L)g [w (I<, L)] K. Hence F2 (!<, L) = w (K, L).1 In 

equilibriurn labor is paid its marginal product in the aggregate production 

function. Taking another look at (4), one sees that using (5) and (6) it can 

be rewritten as r !( = F (K, L)-wL. So if the agg,-regate production function 

exhibits constant returns to scale (CRS), then r = F, (J<, L) and capital is 

also paid its (aggTegate) marginal productivity. And indeed, the agg,Tegate 

production function is CRS. To see this notice from (5) that tú (K, L) is ho

mogeneous of degree zero and hence (6) indicates that for any ~~O, we have 

To conclude this section I show that the aggregate technology is consistent 

a balanced growth path, namely a growth path along which ali endogenous . . ~ •· 

variables gTow at constant (albeit possibly different) rates. For this purpose, 

assurne the firm-level technology is f (z , Xini, ki), where Xt+1/xi = 'Yx· That 

is, Xt represents labor-augrnenting (exogenous) technical progTess, and it is 

aggregate in the sense that it affects ali firms symmetrically. The aggregate 

production function corresponding to this micro structure is F (I<, XtL). To 

see this notice that the firm-level (inverse) labor demand is 

(
. ) _ { Ü jf XtZ < W 

n z - k 'f x.z l W ~ XtZ 
------- -----

71 owe this argument to Erzo G. J. Luttmer. 
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and firm-level output is X¿zn (z). Hence aggregat,c labor demand ancl output 

are 

N = (K/xL) r z-1dG (z)' and y(!<, wfxt) = !( r dG (z) . 
Jw/x, Jw/Y, 

The former defines w/xt = w (K, XtN) and plugging this int,o the lattcr yields 

Y [K, w (K, XtN)], which is F (K, XtN). So with labor-augmenting tcchnjcal 

change at t he mjcro level, the model will be consistent with balanced growth 

provided the instantancous utility function u is.8 

2.3 An Example 

Now suppose the idiosyncratic shock follows. a Pareto clistrihution;. that is 

{ 
o if z < é 

g (z) = =~:.º"' if t :S z. 

For trns case (5) and (6) indica.te that aggregate inverse demand and aggre

gate output specialize to 

N = - ª- éªw- l -a I< and 
l+a ' 

Y (l{, w) = t°'w- °' ]( 

respectively. Inverting the former to get the aggregate labor demand 
, 

w (K, N) = ( l: ,/ª~) ,-.; 
-------------

8 W i t h the firm-level teclmology adopted, the a.ggrega.tion process in the spiri t of 
Houtha.kker preserves the type of technica.l change prevailing at tl1e micro leve!. Above 
we showed tha.t labor-augmenting technical change at the micro Jevcl implies Jabor
a.ugrncnti11g tcchuical cl1a11gc a.t thc macro lcvcl. Sirnila.rly, it. can be show11 that 
f (z, n, Xtk) and xtf (z. n, k) aggregate to F (xtI<, L) and XtF (I<, L) 1·espectively. 
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and substituting this in the latter we arrive at 

F (K, N) = AK17 N 1
-

17 

where A = (1:°'é) ,'.:,., and a = ,~a· T~üs is a modified version of the 

classic aggregation result of Houthakker (195:S-1956).9 Notice that A is what 

economists normally think of as TFP. In this case it only depends on the 

parameters of the distribution of productivity shocks. Below I extend the 

model by incorporating a frictional labor market ':l.nd show how labor-market 

institutions affect the level of TFP. 

3 Model with a Frictional Labor Market 

I model the labor market as in Mortensen and Pissarides (1994). Time is 

continuous and the horizon infinite. There is a continuum of infinitely lived 

agents of two types: workers and firms. The size of the labor force is nor

malized to unity while the number of firms is determined endogenously by 

free entry. Both types are risk-neutral. Workers .derive utility ~-nly from 

consumption. Each firm has a single job that can either be filled or vacant 

and searching. Similarly, workers can either be employed by a firm or unem

ployed and searching. No new offers arrive while an agent is in a relationship 
9 Houthakkcr pcrforms thc aggrcgation ovcr pro<luction units that cmploy two variable 

factors au<l face capacity constraints due to a fixed (unmodelled) factor. Here we have 
a.ssu1ue<l each pro<luction unit e111ploys a single vnriable factor (labor) as well as capital. 
Capital is chosen a perio<l ahea<l au<l heuce plays the role of the fixcd factor constraining 
output at the time employment a11<l pro<luction decisions are ma<le. Thi:; forr11ulation 
delivers an aggregate production function with constant returns to scale. In contrast, the 
setup used by Houthakker g;enerates a function of the variable inputs only and hence it 
exhibits diminshing returns to scale. 

12 
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(i.e. there is no on-the-job search) . I abstract from capital accumulaLion 

and assurnc labor-market participants take aggregate stock of capital, J< , as 

given.10 

Assume meeting .frictions can be represented by a fm1ction m (u, 11) LhaL 

determines the insiantaneous number of meetings as a function of Lhc nurn

bers of searchers on each side of the markcL; nn.mcly miemploycd workcrs 

u and vacancies v. Suppose m exhibits consLn.nt returns to scalc and is in

creasing in bot,h arguments. Let q (O) denote the (Poisson)·rate wiLh which 

a vacancy contacLs an unemployed worker, where 0 = v/u.11 

Each firm has access to a technology f (x , n , k) that combines hours n and 

capital k to produce a homogeneous consumption good. Thc match-speciflc 

level of technology is indexed by x . I assume that 

f (x, n,k) = xmio (n, k) (7) 

and interpret k as the firm's "capacity". So output is linear in hours but 

is bounded above by the stock of capital the firm is operatii)g with. The 

convention is that firm i has to choose and put in place k; - its "scalc of 

operation"- in order to engage in search and that this choice is irreversible. 12 

101 abstract from saving and accumulation bccausc thc focus hcrc is on isolating Lhc 
effects of labor-market policies on the leve! of TFP. But even when trying t.o explain 
incomc diffcrcnccs. Parcntc and Prcscott (2000) forccfolly arguc Lhat onc cannot rcly 011 

policies that cause differences in saving rates, as they do not vary systematically with 
couutries' incomés. · · ·· 

11 Note that q (0) = m (1 /0, 1) and hence q' < O. The probability a v:orker contacts a 
v-aca.ncy in a small time intcrval is Bq (8) and is incrcasing in 8. Scc Lagos (2000) for ;u1 

environment in which a constant-returns matching function is explicitly derived from first 
principies. 

12T he idea is that in order to search, the firm must have borrowed sorne capital (e.g. 
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This captures the idea that hours are a fully flexible factcr while capital is 

relatively fixed. Firrns rent capital from a competitive markeL at flow cost c. 

Match productivity is stochastic and indexed by the random variable x. 

For an active match, the process that changes the productivity is Poisson 

with finite arrival rate .>-. When a match of productivity x suílers a change, 

the new value x' is a draw from the fixed distribution G (z). So the pro

ductivity process is persistent (since A< oo) but -conditional on change- it 

is independent of the firm's previous state.13 The Poisson process and the 

productivity draws are iid a.cross firrns and there is no aggregat'e uncertainty. 

The focus will be on steady state outcomes. 

Below I will show that there is a productivity level R such that active 

matches dissolve if productivity ever falls below R and new matches form 

only if their initial productivity is at least ~.14 Let Ht (x) tj.enote !he cross

sectional distribution of productivities among active matches. That is, Hi (x) 

is the fraction of matches producing at productivities x or lower at time t. 

T he time path of (1 - ut) Ht (x), namely of the number of matches producing 

to set upa pla.nt). The firm is initially free to pick a.ny size of plant ki, hut this choice is 
irreversible in the sense that once put in place, k; cannot be changed. In a similar vein, 
tcchnologics are assumed fi..xc<l and irreversible in Gilchrist and Williarus (2000) and in 
Morten1:>en and Pi¡;saride1:, (HHl4). 

13This is thc proccss used by Mortcnsen and Pissaridcs (1994). For rcasons that will be 
clear below, we later generalize the model by specifying that when a match uf productivity 
x suffers a change, the uew value x' is a <lraw from the fixe<l <listribution G (zlx). If 
G (z lx,) < G (zlxo) when xo < x,, then apart from persistent, idiosyncratic shocks are 
also positivcly corrclated through time. 

14 Morten1:>en and Pissarides (1994) work with a bounded support and assume new 
matches start off with the highest productivity. vVe relax these assumptions and treat 
active and new matches symmetrically. In the model we consider, the initial productivity 
of a match is a non-degenerate random variable drawn from the :;ame distribution as the 
innovations to active matches. 

14 
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at productivities x or lower at time t is given by15 

d 
dl [(l - Ut) H,. (x)] = >- (1 - u1) [l - H,. (x)] [G (x) - G (R1) ] 

+0q (0) ut [G (x) - G (Ri)] 

->- (1 - u1) Ht (x) G (R1) 

-ó (1 - u1) H, (x) 

- >. (1 - 11,t) Ht (:i:) [l - G (x)]. 

The first term accounts for the matches with productivities above x LhaL 

get innovations below x. The newly-formed matches that start off with pro

ductivities no larger than x are in the second term. The third term is the 

number of matches in the interval [Rt, x] that get shocks below Rt and are de

stroyed. Let ó denote the parameter of an independent Poisson process that 

causes separations for unmodelled reasons. Then the fourth t;erm accounts 

for matches in the interval [Rt, x] that are destroyed for exogenous reasons. 

The last term accounts for the number of matches in the same interval that 

"move up" by virtue of having drawn productivities larger than x . Imposing 

steady states we arrive at: 

[ 
>. . 0q ( 0) 1l ] 

H (x) = ó + >- + (ó + >-) (l _ u) [G (x) - G (R)]. 

In addition, the steady-state unemployment rate is 

ó + >-G (R) 
u= ó+>-G(R)+0q(0)[1-G(R)]' ------------

(8) 

1"Thc fo.et that active matchcs will form and continuc only for productivitics at lcast ,1::. 
large as Ri means that Ht (R1) = O. So in the derivation below v:e only focu~ on x 2: R 1. 
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Using this expression, the steady-state cross-sectional productivity distribu

tion can be rewritten as 

H( )
=G(x) - G(R) 

x 1 - G (R) . (9) 

Firms can be either vacant and searching or filled. The problem of a 

searching finn is summarized by 

rV = mf-'< [- ck + q (0) J max [J (z) - V, O] dG (z)] , (10) 

where V is the asset value of a vacancy, J (x) is t he asset value of a filled job 

and r is the discount factor. I assume there is entry of firms until all rents 

are exhausted, so rV = O in equilibrium. Letting 1r (x) denote flo·w profit, 

rJ (x) = 1r (x_) + ✓\ J max [J (z), V] dG (z) ~ ✓\J (x) - 5 [J_(x) - ~ ] , (11) 

where 

7r (X) = max [ X min ( n, k) - </m - ck - e (X' </>) k - w (X) l . 
n 

Instantaneous profit is the residual output after the wage w ( x) and all other 

costs of production have been paid out. There are three such costs in this 

formulation: a fi..xed one, ck, which is the cost of capital; a variable cost, </>n, 

that can be managed by varying hours; and a "maintenance cost" C (x, cp) 

per unit of capital, which is independent of n. Our assumptions16 imply that 

w is independent of n, so the profit-ma.ximizing choice of hours is 

{ 
k if cp < X 

n (x) = O if x::;; q'> 
------------

Lf.Jn particular the fa.et that workers derive no utility from leisure. 

16 
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and hence flow profit is 1r (x) = [max (x - </>, O) - e - C (x, </>) ] k - w (x). 

One can think of </> as thc cost of electricity, for instance, wit.h ckctricity 

usage bcing proportional to hours worked. This variable mst is int.roducc<l 

to allow for the possibility of "labor hoarding". Speciflcally, for sorne para

metrizations, it is possible that at low productivity realizations the.firm may 

keep the worker employed despite requiring that she supplies zero hours. 

Below I show that this extreme variety of labor hoarding has interesting ag

gregate impl ications when it occurs in equilibrium. Thc maintcrmnce cost is 

introduced in this section as a simple device to avoid a "flat spot" in flow 

profit which would otherwise carry over to the value functions. Since it is per

haps the only non-standard element of the model, I redo the whole analysis 

without this device in a later section. So for now, I use a convenient speci

fication for the maintenance cost, namely C (x, </>) = max (</> - x, 0) .17 With 

this specification, instantaneous profit is just 1r (x) = (x - </> - e) k - w (:r.) 

for any x. 

The value of employment and unemployment to a worker are denoted 
17 One way to interpret this formulation is that machines require no m::tinta inance if 

they are being operated by workers; so if x ~ <P, the maintainance cost is 7.ero and ílow 
profit is just (x...,. ~ - e) k - w (x). But whcn thcy stand idlc, machiHcs nccd-to be run, 
even without a worker, in order to keep them operational. The time they need to be run 
clcpcnds on productivity. If x = O, say, thcn thc machinc nccds to be run at thc cost of ,\ 
full shift, ef,, but if x > O, then each machine needs to be run for less time, at cost ó - x 
per machine. So for x < <P, output is zero, and flow profit is - l(<P - x + e) k + w (x)]; t.he 
firm loses the maintainance cost, the cost of capital, and the wage payment to labor. 

17 



W (x) and U respectively and solve 

rU = b+0q(0) J max[W(z)-U,O]dG(z) (13) 

rW(x) w(x)+>-Jmax[W(z)-U,O]dG(z) (14) 

- (8 + >-) ¡w (x) - U], 

where b ~ O is a worker's flow income while unemployed. 18 

3.1 Equilibrium 

I follow the bulk of the unemployment search literature by letting (3 E [O, 1) 

and assuming the instantaneous wage w (x) continuously solves 

max [W (x) - ut [J (x) - v¡ 1-.B 
w(x) 

and therefore it satisfies 

(1 - (3) [W (x) - U] = (31 (x) (15) 

at all times. Letting S (x) = J (x) + W (x) - U denote the surplus from a 

match, notice that (15) implies J (x) = (1 - (3) S (x) and W (x)-U = (3S (x). 

These together with (11), (13), and (14) imply 

(r + 8 + >-) S (x) = (x - </) - e) k - rU +AJ max [S (z), O] dG (z), 

where 

rU = b + __f!_kc0. 
1 - (3 

(16) 

1~ Below we will model b as a fraction of the ave~age market wage _ and int~rpret it as 
uncmploymcnt i11surancc incomc. 
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Since S' (x) = k 
r+6+.>. > O, there exists a unique R such that S (R) > O 

iff x > R. Hence matches separa.te whenever productivity falls below R. 19 

Using this reservation strategy the surplus can be written as 

( r + ó + ,\) S ( x) = ( x - 4> - e) k - rU + ✓\ l S ( z) dG ( z) . ( 17) 

For completeness, (15) and the value functions can be manipulated to obtain 

expressions for instantaneous wages and profi t: 

w (x) 

7r (x) 

(3 (x - </J - e) k + (l - (3) rU 

(1 - /J) [(x - </> - e) k - rU]. 

(18) 

(19) 

Intuitivcly, thc wage is a wcightc<l average of output (net of the renta] on 

capital and the variable and maintenance costs) and the worker's reservation 

wage. 

I now do some analysis to characterize the job-creation and destruction 

decisions as summa.rized by 0 and R respectively. Evaluating (17) at x = R 

we see that 

,\ l S (z) dG (z) = rU - (R- <jJ - e) k. 

Notice that since the expected capital gain on the left-hand-si?e is posit.ive, 

at x = R net output is smaller than the worker's reservation wage. Prom (18) 

and (19) we see that this implies that w (R) < rU and 1T (R) < O: workers 

and firms sometimes tolerate instantaneous payoffs below those they could 
19Notic:e that separations a re privatcly effic:icnt. Moreover. they are ruso consensual in 

the sense that by (15), J (x) > O iff 1\1 (x) - U > O; so the firm wants to destroy thc m,itch 
iff t he worker wnnts to quit. · · 
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get by separating, in anticipation of a future productivity improvement.20 

Substituting this simpler expression for the expected capital gain term into 

(17) gives 
x-R 

S(x)= 
8 

>.k. 
r+ + 

(20) 

Evaluating (17) at x = R. and using (20) to substitute S (,) we arrive at the 

job-destruction condition: 

R-<j)-c- -+--cB +--- (x-R)dG(x)=0. (
b (3 ) >. 1 . 
k 1-(3 r+8+>. R . 

(21) 

Notice that as is standard, the destruction decision is independent of scale 

if b is. The natural interpretation of b is that it is unemployment insurance 

income. Along these lines, if we assume b = pEx [w (x) !x 2'.: R], where p E 

[O, 1) is the replacement rate, then b = bk, with 

b = p(J [x (R) -1- e+ c0] 
1 - (1 - (3) p 

and i (R) = E [xlx 2'.: R] = [l - G (R)¡-1 fn xdG (x). Under this specifica

tion, bis linear in k and hence (21) is independent ofk. For future reference, 

in this case (21) becomes: 

R _ p/3x(R) _ (1-p)(,b+c) _ r¿co _>._ { ( _ R) dG ( ·) _ 0 
1-(1-p)p 1-(1-,B)p (1 - .6)11-(1-p)p] + r +c5+ >. jR X X - · 

In what follows I will always abstract from scale effects caused by w1employ

ment income b by assuming it is a fraction of the average going wage. At 

times I may even rcsort to the espccially tractablc case with p = b = O. 
2ºThis feature of tlle model is a consequence of the costly and time-consuming meeting 

process, a;; noted by Mortensen and Pissa.rides (1994). 
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Equation (10) together with rv = O imply that at t.he optimal k , we have 

f ck 
( 1 - /3) j R S ( x) dG ( x) = q ( O) , 

namely that the expected profit from a fille<l job equals thc expcc:tcd liiring 

cost in an equilibrium with free entry. Usin15 (20) to subst~tute S _( ·) ou~ of 

this expression we arrive at the job-creation condition: 

f (r+8+>-)c 
} n (x - R) dG (x) = (l _ /3) r¡ (O)" (22) 

The job-creation and destruction conditions jointly determine R and 0, 

and under our maintained assumptions they are independent of the choice of 

scale, k.21 For given e and </J, an equilibrium is a vector [0, R, H, U, w, u, k] 

such that (0, R) jointly solve (21) and (22); and given (0 , R), H satisfies (9); 

U is given by (16); w by (18); and u by (8). In addition, the market for 

capital should clcar, .so k must satisfy [l - (1 - 0) u] k = I<, whcrc !( is thc 

aggregate supply of capital, which labor-market participants take as given.22 

21 For the case with p = O, for instance, it is easy to show that there is a unique pair 
(0, R) that satisfies (21) and (22). To see this notice that the slopes (in 0-R space) of the 
job-crcntion and dcstruction conditions are 

- (r + 6 + >-) c17 (0) 
0 

d /3c 
0 . < an ---,,-------,- > 

(1 - ,3) 0q (0) (1 - G (R)) (1 _ /3) {1 _ ,\[1 - G(R.)!} 
r+t'>+A 

respectively, with r¡ (0) = -~(~~o>. 
22 Notice that using (20), (10) can be written as 

rV = max [-e + (1 -1 q ~) j (x - R) dG (x)] k. 
k T + + n 

Since in equilibrium 0 and R. are independent of k, the objective is linear and the problem 
hn..c; :i. solution iff 

f (r + 6 + >-) e 
j R (x - R) dG (x) ~ (1 _ .e) q (0) . 
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Note that if R < 4>, then the capital and workers in matches with realizations 

in [R, 4>) remain employed but are not engaged in production. The firms in 

these states have excess capacity and hoard labor. In the following section 

I provide a sharper characterization of aggregate outcomes for a particular 

distribution of idiosyncratic shocks. 

3.2 Aggregation 

Let Ke denote the demand for capital from all firms with filled jobs. Since 

fi.rms irreversibly choose the same amount of capital k upon entering the 

market, Ke = 1_~,~0lu K. In general, aggregate output Y and the aggregate 

number of hours worked, N, a.re given by Y= (1 - u) J,.,, J [x, n (x), k] dH (x) 

and N = (1 - u) J,.,, n (x) dH (x) respectively, with µ = ma.x (R, <f>). Using (7) 

a.nd (12), these expressions become 

N = [l - H (JJ,)] Ke (23) 

(24) 

where E (xlx ~ Jl) = [l - H (¡t)r1 J,.,, xdH (x). Intuitively, since every firm

worker pa.ir is setting hours either to zero orto full ca.pacity k, the a.ggrega.te 

number of houi-s worked is just equal to the f~a.ction of firm-worker pairs who 

engage in production times the total capital stock in filled jobs. Simila.rly, 

a.ggrega.te output equals the number of active units of capital, [l - H (µ)] Ke, 

But if thc incquality is strict, thcn ca.ch firm i will choosc k., = O and thc markct is inac;tivc. 
So a nontrivial equilibrium requires (22) to hold. Then any feusible k¡ solves firm i's 
capacity problem: as for the ::;ta11dard neoclas::;ical firm, iudividual ::;ize is iudeterminate 
in equilibrium. 
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times their average productivity.23 Following Houthakker (1955-U).56), one 

could imagine solving (23) for the aggregate "labor demand" by active firms 

µ (Ke, N) and then plugging it in (24) to obtain Y [Ke, µ (Ke, N)]. Hereaftcr, 

I use F (Ke, N) to denote Y [Ke, µ (Ke, N)] in order to simplify notation and 

stress the fact that it is the economy's aggregate production function. Even 

for an arbitrary H, the aggregate production function is CRS. To see this, 

notice that µ (Ke, N) is homogeneous of degree zero and hence '(24) indicatcs 

that for any ( > O, we have F ((Ke, (N) = (F (Ke, N). Also, from (23) 

one sees that -µ2 (Ke, N) KedH (µ) = l and from (24) that F2 (J<e, N) = 

-µ2 (Ke, N) KeµdH (µ). Thus F2 (l<e, N) = µ. So the marginal product of 

labor in the aggregate production function i? equal to the ~argina~ product 

of the least efficient unit of labor employed in production.24 

Now suppose idiosyncratic shocks are draws from a Pareto distribution 

wi th parameters é and a, namely 
23 As mcntione<l previorn,ly, Mortensen and Pissarides (1994) :\.<;smnc thnt G hns support 

(O, 1] and that ali new match e:; :;tart off with productivity 1. So, u:;ing our notation buL 
setting fi = O, nggregate output in their model evolves according to 

1 

Y = k0q (0) u - >.Y + >,. (1 - u) k ( xdG (x). 
),J. 

Replacing (1 - 11.) k with K,., steady state output is 

Bq (B) uk 
Y = >,. + (1 - H (µ)] KcE (xlx ~ ¡L), 

which is essentinlly (24) except for the first term. Onr :i.•,s11mption that the initinl prod11c
tivity of a new match i:; a nu1dom draw from G-ju:,;t éL'> the innovat,ion:; to Lhc product.ivil.y 
of ongoing matc:hcs- allows us to considcr a dcnsity G with unbounclcd support. In a<ldi
tion, this alternative assumption smoothes aggregaLe output by getting rid of 1.lic '·spikc" 
Oq (O) iLk>.. _,. This will turn out, to be kcy in t.hc aggrcgat.ion proccdurc t.haL follows. 

24 The marginul product of capital in the aggrega.tc productiou function is 
(1 - H (µ)] (E (:c!x ~ µ) - µ] . 
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{ 
Ü if X<€ 

G ( x) = 1 - (; t if é ~ x (25) 

where s > O anda> 2. 25 Then provided R > s 1 - G (R)' = (.L)º· and , - , R ' 

for any x ;::=: R, 

Plugging these expressions in (9) one sees that the steady state productivity 

distribution of active matches is 

H(x)={ 1-(~t if X< R 
if R ~ X. 

(26) 

This is the cdf of a Pareto distribution with parameters R and a. Using (26), 

1 - H (¡t) = (; r and E (xlx ~ µ) = c,~1 µ, so (23) and (24) specialize to 

Y (Ke, µ) 

Inverting the former_ to get the agg,regate labor demand 

(
K )11° 

µ(Ke,N) = ¡,J R, 

and substituting it in the latter we arrive at 

where 

F (K N) = AK'YN,-"1 . e, e 

R 
A=--

1 --y 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

2r.This dbtribution hati mean i = _!:!_é und variance a 2 = '" . \~'e astiume a > 2 "-1 (<'1-2)C<'1-1) 
so that both are finite. 
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and 1 = 1 / a. This is a modified version of the classic aggregation result of 

Houthakker (1955-1956).26 The factor A is what macroeconomists normally 

refcr to as TFP. Hs leve] depends on a:, a parameter of the p rimitivc dif;

tribution of productivity shocks, as well as on all the characteristics of thc 

labor market as summarized by the destruction decision R. Notice that /7' 

expresses output as a function of the aggregate number of hours worked, N, 

and the total amolmt of capital hired by firms with filled jobs, K c. One can 

also express output ~ a function of the aggregate capital stock, K, simply 

by substitut ing 

Ke = l -u K 
1 - (1 - 0) u 

(31) 

in (29) to get F(K,N) = ÁK"IN1-"I, with .A= [, -~1~'oiur A. 

The aggregate production function is Cobb-Douglas despite fixed propor-
. ~ - .. 

tions in the micro-level technologies. This results when only a fraction of the 

capital stock included as an argument in the aggregate production function 

is actually being used in production. To see this, notice that if there is no 

hoarding in equilibrium (i.e. if ¡t = R) then N = Ke and F (I<e, N) = AKe.2¡ 

2GHouthakker perforroed the aggregation over production units that employ two variable 
factors and fa.ce ca.pacity constraints dne to a fixed (11nmodelled) factor. Here we have 
assumed each production unit employs a single variable factor (labor) as well as capital. 
Capital is chosen hefore engaging in search and then remains fixed , hence playing the role of 
the fixed factor constraining output at the time employment an<l production decisions are 
ma<lc. This formulation dclivcrs an aggrcgatc production function with constant rcturns 
to scale. In contrast, the setup used by Houthakker generates a function of the varinble 
inputs only anct hcncc it cxhibits climinshing rcturns to scalc. Anothcr diffcrcncc is that t.hc 
shift parameter in Houthakker's production function is solely a function of the parnmeters 
in the primitive productivity distribution. But here, decisions can shift. thc aggregate 
production function. 

27Hcrc is anothcr way to scc that hoarding (with impcrfcct mcasnrcmcnt of ut.ilization) 
is necessary for the aggregate to be Cobb-Dougla.-, in capital and hours. Let I<p <lenote 
the capital stock being used in production, that is J(P = [1 - H (Jt)] 1(,,. Then it is clear 
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Since having firm-worker pairs that sometimes choose to be inactive affects 

the shape of the aggregates, I now establish under what conditions the equi

li brium exhibits this property. For the remainder of the section I assume 

p = O to ease the algebra. 

With G given by (25), (21) and (22) specialize to: 

f3 >- ce. R 1-a. 
R - </) - e - --c0 + -------

l - /3 r+8+.X a-1 
= o (32) 

ec, R1-a (r + 8 + .X) e 
a-1 q(0)(1-¡3) 

O., (33) 

By totally differentiating, we find that 

(34) 

and 
· 80 = - (l-/3)0q(0)(1 ·- G(R)]8R <O 

8</) (r+8+>-)77(0)c 8cp ' 

where 1-G (R) = (e/ Rt and 77 (0) = -0q' (0) /q (0) . An increase in cp has no 

direct effect on the job-creation condition, and it shifts the job-destruction 

condition up in 0-R space. This increases the equilibrium value of R and 

decreases the equilibrium value of 0. Combining (32) and (33), one sees that 

the sign of <f> - R is the sign of 

.A 
q (0) - (1 - (1 - 0) /3]. 

So at low productivity realizations, the firm is more likely to hoárd labor than 

to break the match when .A is large (a.nd hence the option va.lue of keeping a 

from (24) that aggregate output is again linear in the relevant capital stock: Y = AKp, 
with A= E (xJx;:: ¡.,). We are now in a position to explain why the model was extended 
to include the variable cost <J¡. If ,b = O then we always have µ = R in equilibrium, and 
the model always aggregates to a production function of the AJ\. type. 
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match is large), and'when q is small (and hence the expected cost of hiring 

a new worker is high). Market tightness 0 enters the expression with an 

ambiguous sign because on the one hand a large theta makes hoarding more 

likely by increasing the expectecl recruiting cost; but on the oihcr, ihrough 

its effect on the worker's reservation wage; it also increáses thc .. value of 

her threat point in the wage bargain, which makes keeping an unproductive 

worker employecl more costly and hoarding less likely. In fact, the latter effect 

disappears if the worker has no power in the wage bargain (i.e. if /3 = O) . 

Next, I provide a sufficient condition for R < </> to be possible in eqtúlibrium 

under sorne parametrizations. 

Le 0• b d fin d b (0.) (a- ll(r+ó+>.)c d ,1.. [1 >. ] t e e e e y q c = (1-;:i)c an '1/c = + (o-1)(r+b ... >.) é-

( 1 + ~0;) c. Then if </> = <f>c, (32) and (33) are sol ved by 0 (</Je) = 0; 
and R(</>c) = c. Notice that if R(</>i:) < <l>c, then there is a nondegenerate 

interval [4>c,4>n) such that R(</>) < q> iff </> E [q'>c,<Pn), where </>nis defincd by 

R (</>n) = </>n-28 The function R (</)) is illustrated in Figure l. 

So a sufficient condition for hoarding to occur in equilibrium is that <Pe -

e > O, or equivalently, that T (.\ () > O, where 

The parameter ( summarizes the efficiency of matching, with the property 

2~Letting BR = I}_, [c7,-~;~::!r~2c], it is a matter of algebrn to verify that 
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Fig-ure 1: Destruction decision as a function of the variable cost. 

that 8m ( u, v) / 8( > O and hence that 8q ( 0) / 8( > O for all 0. Figure 2 

plots the boundary T (>., () = O in >--( space. The condition .<Pt: - e > O is 

satisfied for the values of the parameters >. and ( that lie below boundary.29 

Intuitively, the parameter restriction that makes hoarding possible holds for 

relatively large >. (i.e. when bad shocks are very transitory) and relatively 

low ( (i.e. when the search process needed to replace the worker is very 

costly) . 

Having characterized the main properties of the equilibrium, I now look 
20 Notc that 0; gocs to zcro as ( gocs to zcro. So T (>,, O) = O iff ,\ = >-o, whcrc 

,\0 = c~'_-c1 ª~;6
> is the point at which the bouudary intercepts the horizontal axis in 

Figure 2. Formally, this boundary is upwa.rd-sloping beca.use 
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Figure 2: Range of parameters for which there is hoarding. 

at the effects that labor-market policies have on the level of TFP. 

4 Labor-Market Policies and the Level of TFP 

In this section I consider the effects of four policies: employment and hiring 

subsidies, firing taxes and unemployment benefits. I follow Pissarides (2000) 

and model the subsidies as transfers from the government to the firm and 

the firing tax as a payment from the firm to the government.3° For reasons 

that will become clear below, I will assume that the subsidies and the tax 
3ºWe assume that upon separation the firm rnust pay the fi.ring ta.x the government 

because in the present setup, füing taxes would be completely neutral in the alternative 
schcmc wcrc thc firm compcnsatcs thc firc<l workcr dircctly. (Thc cffccts of such a. policy 
would be completely undone by the wage bargain.) To keep the analysis simple, we will 
ignore financing constraints. A natural extension would be requiring the government to 
run a balanced budget. An exarnple of a scheme which is self-financing in the steady state 
is r ¡ = r,. and r ~ = p =· O. 
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are proportional to the firm's size, as measured by k.31 The value function 

W (x) is still given by (1,1), while (10), (11) and (13) generaHze to 

r\t mfx [-ck + q (0) J max [10 (z) + T1¡k - V, O] dG (z)] , 

rJ (x) 7l' (x) -1-Tek +AJ max [J (zJ, V -T¡k] dG (z) - ..\J (x) 

- ó [J (x) + T ¡k - V], 

rU = b+0q(0) J max[W0 (z)-U,O]dG(z). 

The policy variables are T¡¡ (hiring subsidy), Te (employment subsidy), T¡ 

(firing tax) and b (unemployment benefit). There are two reasons why the 

bargaining situation faced by a firm and worker when they first meet and 

are still considering whether to form a match is different from the one they 

face every instant after having agreed to form a match. The f'.irst is that in 

the initial bargain there is a one-time hiring subsidy at stake. The second, 

is that at that point the firm is not yet "locked in" by the firing tax. I use 

w0 (x) to denote the wage that solves the initial bargain and w (x) to denote 

the subsequent one.32 So W0 (x) - W (x) = w 0 (x) - w (x), ] 0 (x) - J (x) = 

w (x) - w 0 (x),· and hence 

J0 (x) + W0 (x) = J(x) + W(x). (35) 
31 Essentially, this a.ssumption is convenient because it implies that the policies introduce 

no ":;cale effects" into the job-creation and destruction decisions. 
32 Pissarides (2000) calls the initial wage the ''outsider wage" and the subsequent one 

U1e '' in:;itler wage". 
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The wages w0 (x) and w (x) are respectively characterized by 

,8 [Jo (x) + T1ik] = (1 - ,8) [Wo (x) - u¡ 

,B[J(x)+T¡k] = (l-,B)[W(x)-U]. 

Letting S 0 (x) = J0 (x) + W 0 (x) + T1ik - U and S (x) = .J (x) + W (x) + 

T ¡k - U be the initial and the subsequent surplus respectively, the first

order conditions imply that W0 (x) - U = .(3S0 (x), W (x). - U =;:: ,BS (x), 

J0 (x) + Thk = (1 - (3) S0 (x) and J (x) + T ¡k = (1 - (3) S (x). Combining 

these •with the value functions we arrive at 

(r + ó + >.) S (x) = (x - </J - e) k+Tek+rT ¡k-rU +>. J max [S (z) , O] dG (z), 

with rU as in (16). Since S' (x) > O, there is exists a unique R such that, 

S (x) ~ O iff x ~ R. Using this reservation property, the surplus of an 

ongoing match can be written as 

(r + ó + >.) S (x) = _(x - </J- e) k+Tek+rT¡k - rU +>- fn S (z) dG (z), (36) 

a natural generalization of (17). One can work with the value functions and 

the first order conditions of the Nash problem to derive expressions for w::iges 

and profit. The key observations are that w0 (x) is decreasing in the firing 

tax but increasing in the hiring and employment subsidies, while w (x) is 

increasing in the employment subsidy and the firing tax and independent of 
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the hiring subsidy.33 ' Evaluating (36) at x = R, 

and substituting this back into (36) yields (20) . Using (20) to substitute 

S (z) out of (36), evaluating at x = R and using (16) we árrive at the job

destruction condition that generalizes (21): 

R - </>-e+ T.,+ n 1 - (p + __¡¿_{3c0) + ~ A { (x - R) dG (x) = o. 
1- r+ + }R 

For simplicity, I have specified b = pk where p E [O, 1) is akin to a replacement 

rate.3
~ Increases in the employment subsidy and the firing ta..x reduce R for 

given 0. In other words, an increase in re or r I shifts the job-destruction 

condition down in 0-R space. Conversely, an increase in p raises the worker's 

outside option and hence increases R for given 0. 
33The wages and profit agTeed upen in an ongoing match are: 

w (x) p [(x - </>-c)k + r"k + rr¡k) + (1 -p)rU 

r. (x) (1 - ¡3)[(x - </)- e) k - rU) - p[r,,k + rr¡kl, 

while those in an initial match are: 

Wo (x) 

r.,, (x) 

,q [(x-</)-c)k + Tek + (r + Ó + >.)rhk- (ó + >.) T¡k).+ (1 -/3.) rU 

(1 - p)[(x - r,b - e) k - rU) - p [r ,,k + (r +o + >.) r,.k - (ó + ,\) r 1kl . 

Finally, notice that 

w (;e) -w0 (:e)= 71'0 (:e) -r. (:e)= .B (r + Ó + >.) (r¡ -T¡,) k. 

34This formulation of thc uncmploymcnt compcnsation is a clcan way to cnsurc thc 
jol>-destruction equation is independent k. Another -perhaps more realistic- way to 
obtain the same result would be to adopt the specification outlined before, where 
b = pE,. [w (x) lx ;?: R). The formulation in the text yields the same qualitative results. 
but it is sirnpler because b remaius iudepenclent of R. 
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By free entry, rv = O, and 

f ck 
(1 -(3) Jn S0 (x)dG(x) = q(e)" (37) 

Finally, using (35) we see that S0 (x) = S (x) + ( 7h - r ¡) k, which combined 

with (20) , can be used to substitute S0 (x) from (37) to obtain thejob-creation 

condition: 

For given R, the hiring subsidy increases and the firing tax decreases job

creation. The. other policy instruments have no direct effect on the entry 

decision. 

Assum.ing Gis as in (25), then 

0 (38) 

0{39) 

The main properties of the equilibrium are summarized in the following 

proposition. 

Proposition 1. ·Let e; be defined by 

(0 .. ) - (a - 1)(r +6+>.)c . and let 
q e - (1 - Pl[t+(a-1)(r+6+>.)(T1, - TJ )J' 

<Pi = [ 1 + (a-l )(;+c5+>.)] S - ( 1 + ~0;) e + 7h + rr ¡ - p > O. 

If é + (a-1) (r + ó + >.) (r,. - r¡) > O, then· for any ef; ></>,~(a) there exists 

a unique equilibrium; (b) R > E; (e) 8R/8<i> > O and (d) 80/8</; < O. If in 
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addition, </>f - € > O, then: (e) there is a nondegenerate interval (</>f, 4>) such 

that R ( </>) < </> for all </> E ( </> 0 4>). 

Proof. See the Appendix. 

Agg,rngate output is still given by (29); the aggregate stock of capital 

demanded by filled jobs, Ke, is still g,iven by (31); and the aggregate number 

of hours worked, N, is still as in (27). In addition, if the measure of capital 

used to construct aggregate output is Ke, then the level of TFP is still given 

by (30). The following proposition, which holds under the assumptions stated 

in Proposition 1, surnmarizes the effects that labor market policies have on 

A, the level of observed TFP. 

Proposition 2. Employment subsidies and firing restrictions reduce A. . ,. .. 
Hiring subsidies and unemployment benefits increase A. 

Proof. See the Appendix. 

Since A is proportional to R, policy instruments have the same qualita

tive effect on TF'P as on the destruction rate. Proposition 2 is illustra:ted 

in Fig-ure 3. Employment subsidies make firms more tolerant of low produc

tivi ty realizations, and hence lower the average productivity of active firms. 

Firing taxes have a similar quali tative effect on job-destruction, but that 

mechanism is reinforced by a decrease in job-creation ( which reduces the 

reservation wage and hence makes firms even more tolerant to low produc

tivity realizations). Hiring subsidies have no direct effect on the destruction 

decision, but they stimulate job-creation. This increases market tightness 
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which in turn increases the workers' outside oplion and raises 1?.. Uncm

ploymcnt benefits also cause R to rise through an increase in Lh<' workcr'~ 

rcscrv:üion wagc. 

L.------- 8 
(a) Employment Subsidy 

R ' 

><S-ic· 
JC 

.__ ______ ª 
(e) Hiring Subsidy 

L.------- 0 
(b) TJn~mplr.,·,"Tl\C nt Bendits 

R 

' ' I 

'· JC 
·-1c· 

L.------- 8 
(d) Firing T~ x 

Fignre 3: Equilibrium effects of varions polic:ies. · 

5 Extensions 

The maintcnance cost C (x, </>) was introduced as a simple de\'ice Lo avoicl 

"flat spots" in the value functions.35 Here I show that by exL~nding Lhc mo<lel 
3~' lf r. (x) = [max (:~ - </>. O) - e) k - w (x), then r. (:1:) is fla t up to d> and t hcn ris<'s wi th 

:;Jope k . 1t is ea:;y to show that in this case .J (:t) is a.Jso llat up to </> and Lhc11 risc.-; wil h 
s!ope r+t.,. Note thnt since R. is dcfined by J (R) = O. this implies Lhat generically thc 
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in a natural way, one can drop the maintenance cost withÓut affécting the 

main results. To this end, I generalize the productivity process by allowing 

for serially correlated shocks: when match of productivity x suffers a change, 

the new value x' is a draw from the fixed distribution G (x' lx). Assuming 

G (xlx,) < G (xlxo) if xo < x,, allows idiosyncratic shocks to be positively 

correlated through time. For this case, the cross-section of productivities 

evolves according to 

:t [(l - ui) Hi (x)] = ,\ (1 - ui) ¡00 

[G (xls) - G (Rils)J, dHt (s) 

+0q (0) Ut 1: [G (xls) - G (Rils)] dHt (s) 

-,\ (1 - Ut) 1~ G (Rtls) dHt (s) 

-1~ [1 - G (xls)] dHi (s) 

- 8 (1 - Ut) Ht(z:) ,\ (1 - Ut) . 

The first term accounts for the matches with productivities above x that get 

innovations below x. The newly-formed matches that start off with produc

tivities no larger than x are in the second term. Notice our assumption that 

upon contact, the worker and firm draw their productivity level from the den

sity corresponding to the average productivity among active matches.3G The 

cquilibrium will have cp < R (except for the knife-edge case in which R is indetermin:i.te). 
Wc want to avoid this typc of flat spots in J to allow for thc possibility that R < 4> in 
equilibrium. 

36If shocks were ·i·id, we could just specify that new matches draw z from G (z) just as 
active matches do when forced to update their shock. However, with correlated shocks 
active lllatches wiLh state z draw the new shock z' from G (z'lz). Since vacancics aud 
unemployed workers have no productivity attached to them, we assume their initia l draw 
z' is from the average density J G (z' lz) dH (z). As a way of motivating this, imagine -as 
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th.ird term is the number of matches in the interval [R, x] that get shoc:ks 

below R and are destroyed. The fourth term accounts for the numbcr of 

matches in Lhe same interval that "move up" by virtue of having drawn pro

ducLivities larger than x. The last terrn accounts for matches in the i11t.c1Tal 

IR,., x] thaL are destroyed for cxogenous reasons. lrnposin¡; stec1dy sl:i.lcs aJlcl 

re-arranging, we arrive at 

. [ >- 0q ( 0) u ] / , 
H(x)= o+>- + (<5+>-)(l-u) [G(xls) - G (Rls)jdH(s). 

The steady-state unemployment rate is 

ó + >-J G (Rls) clH (s) 
11

• = ó + >- f G (Rls) dII (s) + 0q (0) J [l - G' (Rls)] dll (s). 

Using this exprc5sion, t he stea.dy-state cross-sectiona.1 productivity d istrihu

tion can be rewritten as 

( ) _ J [G (xls) - G (Rls)] rlH (s) 
H :r. - f[l-G(Rls)]dll(s) 

( 11) 

which is a natural genera.li✓,ation of (9) . 

The firm's problem upon entering thc markeL is now surnntari,:cd by 

As usual, I assume Lhere is entry of firms unLil all rents a.re c..xlw.ust.cd, so 

rV = O in equilibrium. The value of a fillcd job with productivity :i: is 

rJ (:r) = 7i (:i:) + >-.f max [.J (z), V] dG (zlx) - >-.J (x) - ó [.J (:z:) - \'] , (13) 

Mortenscn and Pissaride8 (199-1 ) do- that firms mnst. irrcversibly adopta "technrilogy·' to 
eni;a¡;c in produc:t.ion. Om specification thcn means that. t hey pick t. hcir "tc·ch11olop;_y'' at. 
random from all thosc active at the l,ime the match is creat.c<l. 
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where 1r (x) = maxn [x min (n, k) - </m - ck - w (x)]. Flow profit 1r (x) is the 

residual remaining after the wage w (x) and all other costs of production have 

been paid out. There are only two such costs in this formulation: the fixed 

cost , ck, and the variable one, <jm. Our assumptions still imply that w is 

independent of n, so the profit-maximizing choice of hours is still given by 

(12), and hence 1r (x) = y (x) - w (x), where y (x) = [max (x - . 4>, O) - e] k is 

output net of the variable cost and the rental on capital. 

The value of unemployment and employment and to a worker are 

rV = b+Oq(0) J j max[W(z) - U,O]dG(z[x)dH(x) (44) 

rW (x) = w (x) + >- j max [W (z) _,_ U, O] dG (z[x) · (45) 

- (ó + >-) [W (x) - U]. 

I still assume the wage solves the Nash bargaining problem and hence it 

is still characterized by (15). Letting S (x) = J (x) + W (x) - U denote the 

surplus from a match, notice that (15) implies that J (x) = (1 - (3) S (x) and 

W (x) - V = (3S (x). These together with (43), (44), and (45) imply 

(r + ó + >-) S (x) = y (x) - rV + >- j max [S (z), O] dG (zlx) 

where rV is given by (16). The fact that S' (x) > O implies that there exists 

a unique R such that S (R) > O iff x > R. Hence matches separate whenever 

product ivity falls below R. For completeness, (15) and the value functions 

can be manipulated to obtain expressions for instantaneous wages and profit: 

w (x) = (3y (x) + (1 .- (3) rV 

n (x) (1 - (3) [y (x) - rV]. 
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Intuitively, the wage is a weighted average of net output and the workcr's 

reservation wage. 

lL turns out that one can get a much sharper characterization of the 

ec¡nilibrium by putting sorne structure on the conditional distribution G (si:c) . 

In what follows , I assume that dG (slx) = ( (x) [¡ (s) cls wherc f.' (x) > OY 

Note that this allows us to rewrite the surplus from a match x as 

(r+ó+>.)S(x)=y(x)-rV+>.~(x) hS(z)[¡(z)dz , (118) 

and that evaluating it at x = R yields 

f A rU - y(R) 
>. j R S ( z) g ( z) dz = ~ ( R) . 

Sincc t.lic cxpccl.c<l capital ga.in on \.he lcft.-lmnd-~iclc i~ po~il.iV<', ;11. :1: = n 

net output is smaller than the worker's reservation w;1,ge. From ( 46) a nd ( 47) 

wc again verify that w (R) < rU and 1r (R) < O. Sub8til.nting (.he si mplcr 

expression for thc expccted capital gain term inl.o (48) wc obt.ai,?s 

. . e (x) . 
(r+ó+,,\)S(x)=y(x) - rU+ ;(R) [rU-y(R)]. (19) 

J, ,\s an examplc, Lile Pareto <listrihution th:i.t wc :i.clopt hr.low Lo cleriv<' t.he 111~i11 a~
gTcgation result. sat.i:;lics t.his condit.ion. 

3$ ,\ word of <:n.uLion is in ordc:r hcrc. In general. thC' IO\\'Cl' bound of Lli<· s11pport ol' 
tlie clcnsiLy t; (x) .'l (s) d.s could be a function of x iLself. For inst.:lnce :1.~"umc ti!(: s1t¡>
port is k (.r.). co). T hcn, formally, thc capital gain tcrm in (48) sh911ld he writtcn ª-" 
..\{ (x) J, [n C ll S (z) f¡ (z) dz, .u1el then evaluatinp; tlie smplus a.t. :r = J? wo11lcl yicld 

m;')X , t .r. 

1 - 1'U -· !J (!?) 
,\ S (z) g (z) clz = (!i) . 

m~xrn.,(n)] { i 

Thus 

1 _ rU - il (Ji') 
>. S (z) g (z) ilz = e (H) 

m~x[n.d.r.)l '-

and (49) follows iff U >~ (:i:) for ali x. /1. restricLion th:tf we :'l,,:nme -::i.nd l;.'llC'r v!'rif~·- to 
be satisfied i II equilibriu111. 
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Note that y' (x) ~ O, and that the expected capital gain from the next draw 

(the second term) is increasing in current productivity because f,' (x) > O (i.e. 

a higher shock today means the next innovation will be drawn 'from a better 

distribution). Thus S' (x) = y' (x) + [f,' (x) /f, (R)] [rU - y (R)] > O. Justas 

before, in equilibrium we can have </) < R or R < </). We now use ( 48) and 

(49) to derive the job-creation and destruction conditions. Evaluating (48) 

at x = R and using ( 49) to substitute S (z) ?'e arrive at th: job-d~struction 

condition: 

Equation (42) together with rV = O imply that at the optimal k, we have 

J f ck 
(1 - {3) JR S (z) dG (zlx) dH (x) = q (a), 

namely the expected profit from a filled job equals the expected recruiting 

cost. Using (49) to substitute S (z) out of this expression we arrive at the 

job-creation condition: 

J f { f, ( z) } ( r + 8 + >.) ck 
}R y(z)-rU+f,(R)[rU-y(R)] dG(zlx)dH(x)= (I - ,B)q(e). 

After sorne manipulations, the job-destruction and creation conditions 

respectively simplify to: 

-[rU:7'(R)] + r+t+>. { cp (¡LIR) + ,-~(Ji)~R) l [f, (x) - f, (R)] dG (xlR)} = O 

J <p (µlz) dH (z) + r~(x)~R) J l [f, (x) - f, (R)] dG (xlz) dH (z) = ~~:~)q~~)' 
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where <p(¡.LJR) = Jµ.[l-G(xJR)]dx and µ = max(</),R). Given the cross

sectional productivity distribution H, the job-creation and destruction con

ditions jointly determine R and 0. Observe that these conditions are .111al

ogous to those in Mortensen and Pissarides (1991) when </J = O all(l é (:i:) = 

é for all x . More formally, for given e and </>, an cquilibriurn is a list 

[R,O, Tí, U,w,u,k] such that R, 0 and H jointly solve (41) and thc job

creation and the job-destruction conditions; rU is given by (16); w by (116); 

and u satisfies ( 40). In addition, the market for capital should clcar. so k 

must satisfy [l - (1 - 0) u] k = K, where K is the aggregate supply of cap

ital, which labor-market participants take as given. I now turn to the case 

whcn the distribution of idiosyncratic shocks is Pareto. 

Suppose idiosyncratic shocks are draws from 

{ 

Ü if X<€ (s) 
G(xls)= 1-[~r ife(s):s;x 

whcrc e(-) is a continuously diffcrcntiablc function and o: > 2. I introduce 

positively correlated shocks by assuming that e' > O. Tbe special ca:::c of iicl 

shocks corresponds to e' = O. In addition, I assume there is a.n g;_ > O suclt 

that é (.~) = f;. ande (s) = O if s < f, and thr1.t lime (s) = l + [ = I.ª!l 
S·---00 

Then if R ~ €(s), l - G (Rls) = ["~)r and for any X~ n, 

Substituting thcsc cxprcssions in (41) wc scc thnt. thc stcé\Cly stat.c prod 11c

:19This clistrilmtion Itas 111r.an µ = ,.'.: 1 é"(s) and varinm:r! a 2 = (,, _7/;" i )· \Ve nssumc 

C\. > 2 so Lhnt. b0Lh are íinit.c. An cxample of :1.n E (,) s:il.isfy iup; nll lhc·-;c co nd iliu11~ is 

é' (s) = 1 + r - ,._.::.- .•. for any r > O. 
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tivity cross-section is still given by (26). So for this case, the job-creation 

and destruction conditions, respectively, specialize to 

µ 1
-

0 R 0 
_ 0:[11(R)-rUl [-1L]°' r t:(x)"'-dR)"'d _ (r+6+>.)c [ r ~\x)"d ] _, 

Or-1 . k t:(R) j R x 1 +(> q; - (1-,0)q(0) O'. ·J R x +" .. X 

[
l _ .>-a f e(x)°' - e(R)°' dx] y (R) - rU + .>- e(R)°' µ1

-a = O 
r+ó+.>- }R x1 +<> k r+ó+.>- a-1 

Under relatively mild conditions, it can be shown that the job-creation con

dition slopes down and the destruction condition up in 0-R space, implying 

a unique (0, R) pair. A para.meter restriction analogous to the one depicted 

in Figure 2 guaranteeing that there is a range of values for ef> such that R < (j) 

can still be derived. In addition, one should always rnake sure that the equi

librium satisfies R > e.4° Following the same procedure used for the simpler 

model, it is easy to verify that output still aggregates to (29). 

I conclude this section by showing how the observed level of TFP is 

affected by the different ways of measuring aggregate inputs that can be found 

in the literature. The measure of capital input used by Hall and Jones (1999) 

<lid not adjust· for utilization .. This means that J( instead· of Ke was used 

in the production function, which would imply F ( K, N) = .Á.K7 N 1 -, , with 

.Á. = [ 1_~1..::'o)u r A, as mentioned in Section 3.3. But in addition, Hall and 
10Recall that the derivation of (49) implicitly a&.umes that R > ,:: (s) for ali s. This 

condition is satisfied if R > 'l. Showing that equilibria with R < ,P are possible far some 
pa.nunetri7.ations is now rather te<lious, so we just outline the idea here. Let if'c be the 
value of q¡ suc:h that 0~ and R (<%) = ? salve thc job-c:rcation an<l destruc:tion c:onditions. 
Then if <h- 'l > O, there will be an interval (<f>r, J) such that R (q;) < q; iff el> E (,f>r, ~). If, 
in addition, we guarantee that BR (9) /Bef, > O, then ~ - "l > O abo implies Z < R (q>) for 
all <PE (<f>r, ef>). Finally, notice that R > 'l also implics that every match faces a positive 
probability of being destroyed for endogenous reasons. To see why, suppose R = ~ < ~; 
thcn any match that reachcs a statc s > ¿-_, (~) will ncver be destroye<l endogcnously. 
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Jones ( 1999) rcport Lhey d id not have data on hours per worker, so thcy usc-d 

the number of cmploycd workers instead of ho11rs workccl to meas11rc- labor 

input. Lctt,ing E = l - u denote employment ami nsing (27) ami ('.'H ), t.lic 

numbcr of hours worked is N = (Rjµ,)1h ,_(;!:o¡,., so their mcasurcmC'.lll.s of 

inputs imply that thc aggrcgatc relationship bctwccn i11pnts. ouf.pnt :lJlcl TFP 
- - - [(R/µ.)' h J<] , _., AA that they observed was F(J<, E) = A.J<-YE1-.,, with A = ,..:-r, _

0
,,, • 

6 Concluding Remarks 

I have presented a theory of aggregate TFP diffcrences bascd on th~ intera,c

tion between institutions and the microeconomics underlying the agg:regate 

p:roduction function. I focused on a precise type of institutions, muncly 

labor-market policies as measured by the magnitudes of hiring and cmploy

ment subsidies, unemployment benefits and firing restrictions. In the modcl, 

firm-level technologies a.re subject to idiosyncratic shocks which induce a 

cross-sectional distribution of productivities. Through their effcct on the 

job-creation and destruction rates, labor market policies affect the distribu

tion of productivities among active firms. 

Policies that make fi.ring difficult make firms less willing to give up rcla

t ively unproductive opportunities to search for better ones, lowering tbe av

erage productivity among active matches, and aggregate TFP. Employment 

subsidies also ma.ke firms more tolerant of bad productivities and hcnce thcy . . .. 
also decrease TFP. Unemployment benefits have the opposite effect. Hiring 

subsidies stimulate job crea.tion and cause more competition arnong firms. As 
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a result, firms become more selective and only pursue very productive ven

tures. The cross-sectional distribution of productivities shifts to the right, 

and aggregate TFP rises. 

The model could be used as a guide to understand agg-regate productivity 

data. It could be calibrated to find out how large the differences in the rnix 

and magnitude of labor-market policies have to be in order to explain the 

differences in TFP levels among a relevant set of countries. It may also prove 

to be a helpful tool to the econometrician interested in measuring aggregate 

producti vi ty. 
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A Appendix 

Proof of Proposition 1. 

LcL O (4¡). ancl R (</>) denote Lhe solution Lo (38) ancl (:1D) wlirn iL c-xisLs: 

n.n<l define r(R) = R l- 1t(r-1- 8 + >-)(r1,-r¡). By totally diffnc11t,iat, i11~ 

(:38) a.nd (30) : 

an (<,&) 

8</> 

é)0 ( </)) 

8<:> 

= 

= 

(r + c'i -~ >-) 1¡ (O) 

[/10q (0) / f?] (.:/ fl.)° T (R.) + (r -1 Ó -1- A) 17 (0) [ l - \(!~1~ ).; ] 

- (1 - /1) 0q (0) (1/ R) (.:/ R.)" r (R) DR 
( r + ó + >-) r¡ ( 0) e D<!> · 

So T ( R) > O is sufficient for 8R/ 8ó > O. If </> = <f>n then (38) and (39 ) llave 

a uniquc solution, namely 0 (</>e) = 0; and R (<;\) = e. But r (.:) > O by 

assumption, so oR(</JJ /ó<f; > O. This and the continuity of R (</>) implies 

Lhat. R ( cp) > e for ali </) > </>,. Since r' > O, for any 4> > </>,. we know 1 hat 

T (R) > O and (.hereforc óR(</>) / 8</) > O and 80 (</>) / 8</> < O. This c~Lahfo:l1cs 

part.s (b), (e) ancl (d) . In 0-R space, the slopcs of the job-desLruct.ion and 

creation condit.ions are 

¡3c -cr¡ (0) (r + ó + >-) R 
l - {J [1- >.(e;/ R)º] > O, and (1 - /3)0q(0)(e/R)"r(R) < O 

r+ó+>. 

respectively, which establishes (a). Finally, ~i - e > O is equivalerit to ef>( -

R(</>() > O, which implies (e). ■ 

Proof of Proposition 2. 

Define 

6. = (e/ R)"' r (R) + r¡ (0) [i _ >.. (e/ R)°] . 
(r+ó+>..)R ¡30q(0) r+ó+>.. 
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Since T (R) > O by Proposition 1, we have 6. > O in any equilibrium. By 

totally differentiating (38) and (39) we get 

- r¡ (0) 8R [ ,, rr¡ (0) ] 
(30q (0) 6. < O, éh ¡ = - (l/ 6.) (e/ R) + (30q (0) < O, 

fJR 
= are 

Ct fJR éJR 
(l/6.)(e/R) > O, -

8 
= - -

0 
> O, 

p T e 

DR 
= 

UT1i 

and this concludes the proof. ■ 

For complctcncss, hcrc I rcport thc cffccts of all policics on markct tight-

ncss. 

80 - (l - (3)0q(0)(e/R)°r(R)8R >O 
= 

OTe cr¡(0)(r+ó+>-)R OTe ' 

ae 
OT1i 

= -- 1- - > 1-/3 [ ✓\(e/R)"'] fJR O 
(Je r + ó + >. ar,. ) 

80 - (1 - (3) 0q (0) (é/ R)° T (R) DR < O = op cr¡(0)(r+ó+>.)R 8p ' 
80 l-/3 {r+ [l- >.(é/R)°] fJR}· 

OT¡ {Je r + 8 + >. OT ¡ 

Without additional restrictions the sign of 80 / 8r ¡ is ambiguous. It is 

negative in any equilibrium with ef> > q>, if ó > r (l - e) /t: . 
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